CS101.

AFRICANIE

CAST STONE, WOOD FINISH,
SIZE: 10" TALL
PRICE:$75

CS102.

ANGEL NORTH

CAST STONE, STONE FINISH,
SIZE: 12" TALL
PRICE: $125
CS103. **DURHAM GUARDIAN**

CAST STONE, IRON FINISH,
SIZE: 17” TALL
PRICE: $125

CS104. **LORD PACAL**

CAST STONE, JADE FINISH,
SIZE: 10 1/2” TALL
PRICE: $75
CS105.  **MAYAN**
CAST STONE, PAINTED WOOD FINISH,
SIZE: 11” TALL
PRICE: $75

CS106.  **SUMMER DREAMS**
CAST STONE, JADE FINISH,
SIZE: 7 1/2” TALL
PRICE: $45